The Degree Evaluation for Students provides you with information degree requirements and your academic record in an interactive environment. You and your advisor can make plans for future semesters with courses in a list and you can create a “what if” evaluation that will display how your academic credits would apply if you declare a new major or change a major to a minor.

**PLEASE NOTE:** if you matriculated before Fall 2013, this new degree evaluation will not always reflect completion of requirements because of the changeover to the new course credit system. You and your advisor should carefully review the information. If you do not see courses counted as you believe they should be counted, please contact the Associate Registrar, Jennifer Cline (Jennifer.cline@oberlin.edu). She will assist you in reviewing your record and the evaluation.

**Getting Started**

Once you select the Degree Evaluation link in PRESTO, please type your T Number in the Student ID space and press “RETURN.”

You will now be presented with your most recent Degree Evaluation. Each section of the worksheet will contain a “block” where a specific requirement will be explained and then the results of the requirement as it pertains to your record will be listed. The
Legend which appears on the left hand side and at the bottom will help you to determine the meaning of notations in each block.

The worksheet will also display two progress bars to give you an idea of progress in terms of requirements and in terms of credits toward the degree. **Reminder:** Oberlin students who matriculated prior to Fall 2013 will rarely see the credits progress bar equal 100% because of the change in crediting for courses beginning in Fall 2013. Students should consult their advisor or the Registrar’s Office if they have questions about progress toward completion of degree requirements.

**GPA Calculators**

You will also have the option of consulting three types of GPA Calculators:

The **Graduation Calculator** will help you determine what grades you need to reach your desired GPA upon graduating.

The **Term Calculator** helps you to forecast your new cumulative GPA assuming your current GPA and credits and expected grades in courses for the current semester. Once you have entered the necessary information, click on Calculate to see the results.

The **Advice Calculator** allows you to calculate what grades you must earn in order to achieve your desired GPA. After entering your current GPA and credits, click on Calculate to see how many credit hours you must earn of specific grades (A, A-, B+, etc.) to reach your desired GPA.